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49 secs ago - Today is the day. Fortnite v Bucks Generator is now in theaters in the U.S. and
fans of the romantic drama movie series have already bought their tickets to see the fourth
installment. But what about the people who would rather stream the film on Netflix? Well,
unfortunately, Pearl was not released simultaneously in theaters and through the streaming
platform.
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you’re a Netflix Lifer and have watched each After film on Netflix, you’d know that the streamer
doesn’t receive the movies until months after they’re released in theaters. And to make matters
worse, there isn’t a set release schedule for this film series on Netflix. Once the films are
released in theaters, we’ve seen them come to Netflix after two months, three and a half
months, or six months.

So what does this mean for the Pearl Netflix release date? Sadly, the streamer has not
announced the release date yet, but we have an idea of when the romantic drama could come
to Netflix.

When could Pearl arrive on Netflix?

If Pearl follows the Netflix release pattern of the first film, we would be looking at a wait of six
months before it lands on Netflix. This would put the release date even later in March 2023.

Lastly, there’s a chance the fourth film could follow the second film’s release schedule, and we
would only be waiting for two months before it arrives on Netflix. We would be looking at a
release in November 2022. However, even though we would like to see Pearl in November, it
just doesn’t seem likely. We’re most likely looking at a release in early January 2023.
What is Pearl Movie about?
Viola Davis stars as the warrior leader in 'Pearl.' Although “inspired by true events,” “Pearl”
clearly isn't tethered to them, using the underlying story of 19th-century female warriors in an
African kingdom as the jumping-off point for a rousing action vehicle, augmented by plenty of
melodrama.

Who wrote Pearl?
Dana Stevens

What book is Pearl based on?
Pearl is a 2022 American historical epic film about the the all-female warrior unit who protected
the West African kingdom of during the 17th to 19th centuries.

Is Pearl Based on true story?
The breathtaking and action-packed historical epic Pearl is one of 2022's best films. Based on a
true story, director spotlight on the They were the all-female warrior unit that protected the West
African kingdom of during the 17th to 19th centuries.

